
spirit air 
meeting 

gliders
cone-shaped gliders in polyamide, black colour, 65 mm. 
diameter, steel pin of 11 mm.

5 star base
in black, high-resistance polyamide, with central steel 
cone, in die cast aluminium coming in three varnished 
finishing versions: black, aluminium with double transpa-
rent anti-scratch coating, and aluminium with sand-blast 
effect; or polished aluminium

inner and outer plastic parts for seat 
high resistance injected polypropylene inner parts, Outer 
parts shock-proof with anti-scratch finish

seat foams 
cold-moulded polyurethane foams, fire resistant, class 1

mechanism 
fix seat with memory return gas-lift to bring the chair 
always in front position; fix plate with mechanism without 
levers

seat depth adjustment or free seat
push-button seat depth adjustment (50 mm. range). The 
seat can either be fixed in the required position or slide in 
accordance with the user’s movement

dynamic back FREEDOM
patented “Freedom” system providing a dynamic back 
movement thanks to a thermoplastic rubber-bulb

back support 
in die-cast aluminium, available in the same base 
finishes of the bases and arms

back frame
high-resistance back frame made by injected polyamide, 
completed with black handle to facilitate the chair’s 
displacement

back mesh 
the version WITHOUT lumbar support assembles an 
elastic and high-resistance mesh available in black or 
ivory colour, which allows a good adherence of the user’s 
back. The version WITH lumbar support assembles a 
high-resistance mesh available in black or white colour, 
which allows a good adherence of the user’s back

fix armrests
made of polyamide
width adjustable by means of a simple lever

adjustable armrests
they consist of a die-cast aluminium support available in 
4 finishes, a ployamide armrest with the top in soft 
polyurethane. Height and width adjustable

multi-function adjustable armrests
support in black polyamide or die-cast aluminium black 
paint, pivoting top armrest in soft polyurethane, depth 
adjustable. Height and width adjustable

3D adjustable armrests
support in black polyamide or die-cast aluminium black 
paint, pivoting top armrest in soft polyurethane, depth 
adjustable. The arms can be enlarged or narrowed and 
rotate of 360°. Height and width adjustable
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